Capacity Requirements
Planning (CRP)
Identifying bottlenecks and shop floor load is a key
component to achieving operational efficiency. The
JAMS CRP module provides information to balance
the work that needs to be done with available resources.

The Scheduling Workpad screen is the
focal point for the scheduler.

Benefits:
Production orders can be rescheduled
quickly by dragging and dropping
Gives the scheduler a real-time view
of what resources are needed and
available

Graphical representation helps users
measure, react, and balance changes
in the supply and demand for work
centers and machine capacities

By setting and adjusting capacity
thresholds, work centers can be
monitored for performance

Displays all production
orders scheduled for a
site.
Drill down to pegged orders
for specific work centers.
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View entire capacity
utilization of the shop floor.

Graphically highlights
demand of the work center.

About JAMS
JAMS is a series of manufacturing modules that directly integrates with Microsoft Dynamics® SL. Designed and built around
Microsoft SQL Server, the system accommodates powerful reporting and customer inquiry capabilities. JAMS provides your
company with detailed visibility into the manufacturing functions of your business. For more information about JAMS please
visit www.jaas.net.
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